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Abstract—Security is now becoming a well-established chal-1

lenge for integrated circuits (ICs). Various types of IC attacks2

have been reported, including reverse engineering IPs, dump-3

ing on-chip data, and controlling/modifying IC operation. IEEE4

1149.1, commonly known as Joint Test Action Group (JTAG), is5

a standard for providing test access to an IC. JTAG is primarily6

used for IC manufacturing test, but also for in-field debugging7

and failure analysis since it gives access to internal subsystems8

of the IC. Because the JTAG needs to be left intact and oper-9

ational after fabrication, it inevitably provides a “backdoor”10

that can be exploited outside its intended use. This paper pro-11

poses machine learning-based approaches to detect illegitimate12

use of the JTAG. Specifically, JTAG operation is characterized13

using various features that are then classified as either legiti-14

mate or attack. Experiments using the OpenSPARC T2 platform15

demonstrate that the proposed approaches can classify legitimate16

JTAG operation and known attacks with significantly high accu-17

racy. Experiments also demonstrate that unknown and disguised18

attacks can be detected with high accuracy as well (99% and19

94%, respectively).20

Index Terms—Hardware security, Joint Test Action Group21

(JTAG), machine learning, reverse engineering.22

I. INTRODUCTION23

HARDWARE security is becoming a significant challenge24

in the design and fabrication of integrated circuits (ICs).25

Several integrated systems, including a field-programmable26
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gate array (FPGA) for military use, have been attacked 27

successfully [1]–[3]. The adversaries, including clever out- 28

siders, knowledgeable insiders, and funded organizations, may 29

employ different attack methods for a variety of purposes [4]. 30

An outsider may control inputs and observe outputs of an 31

IC in order to reverse engineer the design noninvasively. A 32

knowledgeable insider may observe side-channel signals (via 33

the test interface [5]–[8], perform power or magnetic anal- 34

yses [9]–[11]) and disable/modify the communication within 35

the IC [12]. A funded organization may even influence the 36

IC fabrication process, invasively reverse engineer the IC, and 37

inject Trojans [13]. 38

Among the attack methods, scan-based attacks are per- 39

formed through the standard test access port (TAP) and 40

the boundary-scan architecture, which is defined by the 41

IEEE 1149.1 standard [or named Joint Test Action Group 42

(JTAG)] [14]. Although some attackers have greater levels of 43

access, it is reasonable to assume that the JTAG is a pre- 44

ferred conduit for improperly accessing the IC, mainly because 45

of two reasons. First, the JTAG is a widely used interface 46

for manufacturing testing and in-field debugging of modern 47

ICs. Second, the JTAG typically provides powerful features 48

for accessing on-chip data and circuitry. The OpenSPARC 49

T2 [15], for example, has more than ten debugging func- 50

tions within the JTAG, such as L2 cache r/w, memory built-in 51

self-test (MBIST), and direct memory access. 52

A. Motivation 53

The controllability and observability provided by undoc- 54

umented (private) JTAG functions inevitably undermine the 55

security of ICs. On one hand, scan chains can be used as 56

a side channel to dump on-chip data. One example involves 57

cryptographic keys [5]–[8], [16]–[20]. Specifically, hardware 58

encryption primitives use a block cipher to encrypt a plain text, 59

but the intermediate results, usually located in scan chains, 60

can be shifted out, through which the encryption key can be 61

derived. On the other hand, various private JTAG functions 62

used for in-field debugging, diagnosis and firmware upgrade 63

are also vulnerable to scan-based attacks. Such weakness has 64

allowed attackers to successfully derive data from on-chip 65

memory [1], update firmware [2], control chip operation [3], 66

and uncover the JTAG architecture [21]. 67

In this paper, three detectors are proposed for identify- 68

ing JTAG attacks through monitoring the JTAG port. Two of 69

them employ machine learning algorithms for classification,1 70

1In a binary classification problem, given a set of samples, each belonging
to one of two classes, a classifier based on these samples (called training) is
constructed and later used for predicting which class a new sample belongs.
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and the third involves an anomaly detection approach based71

on representative JTAG operations. All detectors rely on the72

assumption that an attacker only has access to the JTAG port73

and is, at least initially, unaware of all private JTAG functions.74

The first detector characterizes the JTAG operation using a set75

of features derived from the test port inputs; the features are76

then fed to a trained forest of decision trees [22] that cate-77

gorizes the operation as either legitimate or an attack. The78

second detector uses a support vector machine (SVM) [23] to79

examine the JTAG operation over time; this detector is capable80

of detecting attacks not used in the training of the SVM. It is81

worth noting that the capability of detecting new attacks is dif-82

ficult to verify comprehensively since different types of attacks83

are always arising. The experiments treat an existing attack as84

unknown by excluding it from classifier training, thus pro-85

viding a preliminary evaluation for the capability of detecting86

unknown JTAG attacks. The third detector attempts to cate-87

gorize JTAG attacks based on representative JTAG sequences.88

Different from traditional anomaly detection using manually89

designed state machines, the representative sequences can be90

derived automatically. Besides, the probabilistic nature of the91

derivation incurs fewer false alerts than state machines. An IC92

designer is recommended to employ one of them based on the93

tradeoff of overhead and performance.94

In addition to the detectors, a JTAG protection approach95

is also proposed. Specifically, upon detection of an attack,96

access to data registers (DRs) through the JTAG is modi-97

fied to disable controllability and observability provided by98

the JTAG.99

B. Prior Work100

To protect the JTAG from attacks, various techniques have101

been proposed [8], [24]–[29]. One technique involves disabling102

the JTAG through antifuse after manufacturing test; however,103

this also disables in-field testing and debugging [30]. Access104

to the JTAG can also be obfuscated by distributing its ports105

across the chip (or board), but the ports can still be found using106

exhaustive search [2]. Third, on-chip compression/compaction,107

originally aimed at expediting manufacturing test, also protects108

on-chip data from being directly observed through obfuscating109

test responses [25]. However, it only protects the scan chains110

rather than private JTAG functions [8]. Another technique111

involves password-based authentication that requires a correct112

password to gain access to the JTAG [26]–[28]. Nevertheless,113

the plain-text password might be eavesdropped; this shortcom-114

ing is exacerbated if all fabricated instances share the same115

password. The risk of plain-text passwords can be mitigated116

using more complex encryption algorithms, such as DES [5],117

AES [16], RSA [7], and ECC [17]. Nonetheless, all of these118

encryption algorithms require a trusted server to manage the119

multistage authentication between the user and the device,120

which relies on the availability of a network.121

Most of the aforementioned approaches mainly target scan122

chains, while protecting private JTAG functions has gained123

little attention so far. Further, because modern ICs are imple-124

mented using more and more debugging functions, the security125

of private JTAG functions is also becoming more important.126

Concurrently, intrusion detection based on JTAG input anal- 127

ysis is an approach that can add complementary security to 128

encryption techniques [31]–[35]. One example involves signa- 129

ture detection that characterizes known JTAG misuses using 130

a database of signatures. An observed JTAG operation that 131

matches any signature is labeled as an attack. However, the 132

effectiveness of a signature detector strongly relies on the 133

comprehensiveness of the signature database. To overcome 134

this limitation, anomaly detection creates models of legiti- 135

mate JTAG operation and identifies operations that do not 136

conform. An anomaly detector can be achieved using either a 137

state machine [32] or a Markov chain [33]. The former uses 138

strict control flows for modeling legitimate JTAG operation 139

and makes a binary decision about whether a given JTAG 140

operation is legitimate, while the latter makes a probabilistic 141

decision. However, for both models, variances of legitimate 142

JTAG operation can incur significant inaccuracy. 143

In addition to detecting attacks, various architectures have 144

also been proposed to secure the IC after an attack is detected. 145

One technique involves locking the JTAG and restricting 146

access [27]–[29], [36], [37]. JTAG access is permitted after 147

verification via the authentication infrastructure. A locked 148

JTAG behaves like a bypass register or a disconnection 149

between the input and the output of the test interface. However, 150

this approach suffers from the same risks as the password- 151

based authentication. Another technique is to scramble the data 152

at the scan output in an unpredictable order [36], [38]–[40]. 153

The key idea is to divide a register into multiple subregis- 154

ters and scramble the order in how they appear at the output. 155

Output scrambling is deactivated if authentication is success- 156

ful. Nevertheless, register data, even though scrambled, is still 157

observable. 158

The learning-based detectors proposed here have several 159

potential benefits compared to prior work. First, the detection 160

is stand-alone and does not rely on an encryption scheme, 161

thus avoiding problems related with password management 162

and leakage. Second, learning-based detectors not only pro- 163

tect scan chains but also the private JTAG functions that are 164

becoming increasingly more complex. Third, using both legit- 165

imate JTAG operations and attacks for classifier training is an 166

improvement over an incomplete signature database, and also 167

incurs fewer false positives than anomaly detectors. Finally, the 168

proposed secure JTAG architecture differs from data scram- 169

ble because an attacker can neither observe the actual register 170

data nor be notified whether the JTAG enters into a protection 171

mode. 172

II. REVERSE ENGINEERING THROUGH JTAG 173

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the JTAG TAP consists of four (or 174

five) pins, including the test data input (TDI), the test data 175

output (TDO), the test mode select (TMS), the test clock, and 176

the optional test reset (TRST). A boundary scan chain, usu- 177

ally located at the periphery of a chip not only allows test 178

stimuli to be supplied serially to the chip pins via the TDI 179

but also allows the test response to be observed serially via 180

the TDO. In addition to the boundary scan chain, other DRs, 181

some through private JTAG functions, can also be accessed 182
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram of a typical JTAG architecture. (b) JTAG TAP
controller is a one-input FSM.

using the TDI and TDO pins. Fig. 1(a) shows two example183

DRs, one for updating the firmware and the other for cap-184

turing/updating scan values. Access to DRs is operated by185

the JTAG TAP controller that implements the state diagram186

shown in Fig. 1(b). The JTAG TAP controller is a finite state187

machine (FSM) controlled by a single input, the TMS. Every188

DR has one or more affiliated instructions that provide access,189

configuration, or control. A user can select a DR by loading190

the appropriate instruction opcode into the instruction regis-191

ter (IR) via the TDI. A selected DR can be operated using192

three fundamental register operations, namely capture, shift,193

and update. For example, for the OpenSPARC T2, selecting194

the boundary-scan chain initially requires an opcode 00 (in195

hexadecimal format). The user then loads the input stimuli196

via the TDI by repeatedly entering the shift-DR state. Finally,197

the update-DR state applies the stimuli as input to the chip198

logic. After the operation of the chip logic is completed, the199

response is captured by the scan chain within the capture-DR200

state, which can then be shifted out via the TDO by repeat-201

edly entering the shift-DR state. Another example involves202

the MBIST operation. Different from the boundary scan, the203

MBIST operation of the OpenSPARC T2 is executed using a204

sequence of instructions with a predefined order, that is, typ-205

ically, selecting the on-chip modules to be tested (instruction206

MBIST_BYPASS), setting the MBIST mode (MBIST_MODE),207

initiating the MBIST process (MBIST_START), and checking208

the result (MBIST_RESULT).209

TABLE I
JTAG ATTACK STRATEGIES ARE ORGANIZED AS

THREE MAIN STEPS AND NINE SUBSTEPS

A JTAG attack normally begins with reverse engineering the 210

private JTAG functions. Table I lists typical attack strategies 211

that can be categorized in three main steps and nine sub- 212

steps [1], [3], [21], [41]. The first step is to identify the JTAG 213

ports physically. This step is relatively easy because the test 214

ports are usually clustered together someplace on the chip. The 215

second step is to explore the property of the IR and the DRs. 216

The length of the IR and the DRs can be easily extracted by 217

shifting in a sufficiently long sequence of ones followed by 218

a single zero. The opcodes that are not associated with any 219

DR usually behave as a one-bit bypass register or a discon- 220

nection. These opcodes are important because they likely lie 221

between valid opcodes corresponding to different JTAG func- 222

tions. For example, in the OpenSPARC T2, the instructions 223

for control-register configuration and MBIST have opcodes 224

that are separated by unused opcodes 11 and 12 (in hexadec- 225

imal format). Besides checking the length of a DR, it is also 226

beneficial to learn if a DR can be captured and updated. An 227

attacker may dump on-chip data from a DR that can be cap- 228

tured, and write data into the chip through a DR that can be 229

updated. Further, if a DR can be updated and another DR with 230

neighboring opcode can be captured, then an attacker can make 231

a reasonable guess that these two DRs are used for reading 232

some memory. In other words, the first DR sends an address 233

and the second DR captures the corresponding data. By simi- 234

lar means, an attacker can uncover additional JTAG functions 235

by investigating the interactions between adjacent instruction 236

opcodes. 237

III. DETECTORS FOR IDENTIFYING JTAG ATTACKS 238

In this section, three detectors are described for identifying 239

JTAG attacks. The first and the second are based on a ran- 240

dom forest and an SVM, respectively, and the third employs 241

an anomaly detection approach based on representative JTAG 242

operations. 243

A. Random Forest 244

The first detector employs a random-forest model [22] 245

involving two phases, namely offline learning and online pre- 246

diction, as shown in Fig. 2. For the offline learning, an 247

ensemble of decision-tree classifiers are trained using fea- 248

tures extracted from already-collected JTAG operations. For 249
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Fig. 2. Random forest detector consists of two phases: offline learning and
online prediction.

the online prediction, the features are monitored in real-time250

and classified using the trained classifier.251

1) Features: A set of specifically defined features (named252

FEATURE-SET-1) as shown in Table II are used to characterize253

JTAG operation in two aspects: 1) intrainstruction statistics and254

2) interinstruction transition.255

Intrainstruction statistics (F1–F7) describe the patterns exe-256

cuting a single JTAG instruction. For example, once a DR is257

selected, the number of shifting cycles (F3) should be equal258

to the length of the DR for either a read or write operation.259

However, the DR may be shifted for more or fewer cycles if the260

attacker does not know the length of the DR. The second pat-261

tern involves the number of TMS transitions (F6), either from262

zero to one or from one to zero. The TMS transition is rel-263

evant in two circumstances: 1) reset-type instructions require264

fewer TMS transitions because they do not select any DR and265

2) entering the pause-DR state, which is necessary if shifting266

a DR needs to be temporarily suspended, leads to more TMS267

transitions. Another relevant pattern is whether the opcode268

loaded into the IR corresponds to a valid JTAG function (F7).269

Although an r-bit IR can have at most 2r valid opcodes, typ-270

ically only a subset of all opcodes correspond to valid JTAG271

functions while others remain unused.272

Interinstruction transition, named TYPC_TRANSIT (F8),273

indicates if the transition from one instruction to the next is274

typical. Although there are no strict rules for JTAG instruction275

transitions, some transitions are regarded typical if they appear276

with high frequency during legitimate use of the JTAG. These277

typical transitions are stored in a look-up table (LUT) that is278

later used for online prediction.279

2) Random Forest Classification: A decision tree is a super-280

vised learning model2 used for classification. Each node of a281

decision tree represents a “test” on a feature, each branch rep-282

resents the outcome of the test, and each leaf node represents a283

class label. A classification starts from the root node, and then284

descends to branches until it reaches a leaf node. A random285

forest is an ensemble of trees and its prediction is based on286

majority voting of labels provided by individual trees. Each287

tree in the ensemble is trained using a random subset of the288

data (called bootstrap aggregating or bagging) [22]. Bagging289

is an ensemble technique that can improve accuracy and avoid290

overfitting.291

JTAG operation is monitored by collecting the eight features292

per instruction and supplying them to an on-chip random-293

forest classifier at the clock cycle when the IR is updated with294

2Supervised learning is a machine learning task, where each training
example consists of an input vector and an output label.

TABLE II
JTAG OPERATION IS CHARACTERIZED USING

EIGHT FEATURES (FEATURE-SET-1)

an instruction. Each tree in the forest provides a prediction that 295

is then aggregated for the final prediction. 296

3) Delayed Labeling: As just described, the random forest 297

makes per-instruction predictions. However, the decision of 298

whether the JTAG is being operated legitimately is not made 299

until sufficient evidence is collected. Delayed labeling of the 300

JTAG operation is prudent because there is likely some natural 301

variance in legitimate JTAG operation. Specifically, only when 302

p predictions within a period of q instructions (p � q) indicate 303

the presence of an attacker, will the JTAG be placed into a 304

protection mode (details in Section IV). Values for both p and 305

q are determined empirically from experiments. 306

Although mitigated by delayed labeling, false positives and 307

false negatives may still occur. More details about handling 308

false positives will be discussed in Section VII. 309

B. SVM Detector 310

The SVM detector uses a different set of features, named 311

FEATURE-SET-2, which consists of a sequence of JTAG 312

instruction opcodes, emphasizing more the sequential char- 313

acteristics of JTAG operation. The single sequential feature in 314

FEATURE-SET-1 (i.e., TYPC_TRANSIT) captures the pairwise 315

transition of JTAG instructions that sometimes falls short of 316

comprehensively capturing JTAG operation. For example, the 317

MBIST operation described in Section II requires a sequence 318

of at least four instructions, revealing that a sequence of n 319

opcodes (n > 2) can better characterize JTAG operation. 320

Before the SVM classification, a fundamental check of the 321

JTAG operation is performed to detect the use of an illegal 322

opcode. Illegal opcode (corresponding to F7 in Table II) refers 323

to the bits loaded into the IR that do not correspond to any 324

valid JTAG function. This two-tiered approach is justified since 325

an attacker with minimal knowledge of the JTAG functions 326

will make basic mistakes attempting to operate the JTAG. 327

If inputs to the JTAG TAP controller pass the fundamental 328

check, then overlapping, sequential instructions of length n 329

are supplied to an SVM classifier for identification of JTAG 330

misuses. The length of the opcode sequence, n, is determined 331

empirically from experiments. 332

Similar to the random forest, the SVM detection also con- 333

sists of offline learning and online prediction. For the offline 334

learning, the opcode sequences extracted from JTAG operation 335

are used for training an SVM classifier. For the online predic- 336

tion, the JTAG opcode sequences are collected in real-time 337

in an overlapping manner using a fixed-size sliding window, 338
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Fig. 3. Opcode sequences (n = 4) extracted from the OpenSPARC T2 are
visualized using PCA.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) SVM model separates two classes of samples by finding a decision
boundary and maximizing the margin. (b) One-class SVM is trained based
solely on normal samples and finds regions, where samples form high-density
clusters.

and classified by the SVM classifier. The prediction is based339

on the opcodes of both the current instruction and the prior340

(n−1) instructions. In addition, the delayed labeling described341

in Section III-A3 is also used.342

Opcode sequences of length n = 4 are visualized using343

principal component analysis (PCA). Specifically, the opcode344

sequences, which are 4-D data samples, are “rescaled” based345

on a set of linearly uncorrelated variables (called principal346

components). Fig. 3 shows the rescaled opcode sequences347

in terms of the first (x-axis) and the second (y-axis) princi-348

pal components, respectively. It demonstrates that attacks and349

legitimate operations not only share a nonlinear boundary but350

also have overlapping regions.351

The SVM detection starts with building a training set from352

JTAG opcode sequences, each of which is labeled as either353

legitimate or attack. The training of an SVM classifier involves354

finding a decision boundary that separates the two classes of355

samples such that the smallest distance between the decision356

boundary and any of the samples is maximized as Fig. 4(a)357

illustrates. The decision boundary is modeled as358

y(x) = wTφ(x) + b (1)359

where x is a sample, y(x) is the prediction of x, and φ(x)360

represents some feature-space transformation. The decision361

boundary, characterized by w and b, is determined by solving362

argmin
w,ξ

1

2
‖w‖2 + C

N∑

i=1

ξi363

s.t.
∥∥ti
(
wTφ(xi)

)+ b
∥∥ ≥ 1 − ξi, i = 1, . . . , N (2)364

where xi is the i-th training sample, ti is the true label (either365

1 or −1) of xi, ξi is a slack variable that allows samples to366

Fig. 5. Opcode sequence collected in real-time is compared with three rep-
resentative sequences, namely 7-1-3, 2-3-1-4, and 8-8-7, from the first opcode
to the last. Each representative sequence is associated with a local score that
may increment, saturate (saturation score s = 5 in this example) or reset,
according to the matching result. A global score, equal to the maximum local
score, serves as an indicator of the security status of the JTAG.

be misclassified with a penalty, and C > 0 controls the trade- 367

off between the slack variable penalty and the margin. This 368

optimization problem is convex so the solution can be derived 369

from its dual representation. More details concerning solving 370

a convex problem can be found in [42]. The decision boundary 371

is formulated as 372

y(x) = sgn

(
∑

i∈S

aitik(x, xi) + b

)
(3) 373

and 374

b = 1

NS

∑

i∈S

⎛

⎝ti −
∑

j∈S

ajtjk
(
xi, xj

)
⎞

⎠ (4) 375

where S denotes the set of support vectors (SVs), NS repre- 376

sents the number of SVs, and k(x, x′) = φ(x)φ(x′) denotes the 377

kernel function in terms of x and x′. In this paper, the radial 378

basis function (RBF) is used as the kernel function. 379

To detect unknown attacks, a one-class SVM is also evalu- 380

ated because it is commonly used for novelty detection [43]. 381

The goal behind the one-class SVM is then to capture regions 382

in the input space where samples form high-density clusters, 383

as shown in Fig. 4(b). 384

C. Representative-Based Anomaly Detector 385

The prior detectors are trained using both legitimate JTAG 386

operations and attacks. However, collecting all types of attacks 387

is not a trivial task because new attacks are likely arising. We 388

propose an anomaly detector that uses a set of typical JTAG 389

sequences as representatives of legitimate JTAG operation, and 390

any deviating operation will be regarded as an attack. 391

1) Derivation of Representative Sequences: A set of 392

instruction sequences are derived to represent legitimate JTAG 393

operation. Initially, all instruction sequences with length three 394

to six are derived from already-collected legitimate JTAG oper- 395

ations (analysis of legitimate uses of the JTAG reveals that 396

most operations for the OpenSPARC T2 contain three to six 397

instructions). The representation sequences are derived as fol- 398

lows. First, the frequency of appearance for each sequence 399

is counted, with sequences of frequency <t discarded. Then, 400

redundant sequences are identified through checking if one 401
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TABLE III
FOR EACH TYPE OF DR, CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABILITY

ARE PROHIBITED THROUGH SPECIFIC ACTIONS

sequence is contained in another with similar frequency.402

For such cases, the shorter subsumed sequence is discarded.403

Finally, redundancy is further reduced through greedy search,404

meaning that, the sequence with the least impact on the detec-405

tion accuracy is discarded in each iteration. The removal406

proceeds until the detection accuracy shows a significant drop.407

2) Attack Detection: The security status of the JTAG is408

measured using a score that indicates whether the JTAG oper-409

ation corresponds to any representative sequence. Specifically,410

each representative sequence is associated with a score that411

measures its matching degree with the JTAG operation, with412

the maximum score selected as a global one. Fig. 5 illus-413

trates how the global score is calculated. The score associated414

with each representative sequence (named a local score) is415

initialized to zero when the chip is powered on. Then opcode416

sequences are collected in real-time and compared with each417

representative sequence from the first opcode to the last. Every418

time an opcode match is observed, the local score increments419

(or remains the same if it has saturated); otherwise, it is reset420

to zero. The saturation value for a local score, s, is predefined421

and determined empirically from experiments.422

Due to the variance that naturally occurs in legitimate JTAG423

operation, delayed labeling described in Section III-A3 is424

employed. Specifically, operation of the JTAG is labeled as425

an attack only if the global score stays saturated for no fewer426

than p instructions out of q consecutive instructions.427

IV. JTAG PROTECTION428

Upon detection of an attack, the JTAG needs to be protected,429

to prevent further attacks. However, if the attacker knows430

which operation triggers the protection, then he/she may avoid431

that operation in future attacks (to other chips). Thus, that par-432

ticular triggering operation needs to be obfuscated. In order433

to achieve this objective, access to DRs is modified as shown434

in Fig. 6. It prevents the chip from being controlled/modified,435

and also prevents on-chip data from being observed.436

Fig. 6 shows four types of DRs, i.e., capture-only DR,437

update-only DR, capture/update DR, and scan-accessible DR.438

A capture-only DR is typically connected to a shadow reg-439

ister and data is read in parallel from the shadow register440

to the scan register within the capture-DR state. An update-441

only DR allows its data to be updated from the scan register442

to the shadow register within the update-DR state. A cap-443

ture/update DR allows data transferring in both directions. A444

scan-accessible DR is not connected to any shadow register,445

so the operations of capture and update are not needed.446

Fig. 6. To protect the JTAG, access to DRs is modified as shown in red.

Table III lists how controllability and observability are pro- 447

hibited for each type of DR. For a capture-only DR, a decoy 448

shadow register and a linear-feedback shift register (LFSR) 449

are employed to disable observability. More precisely, upon 450

detection of an attack, connection to the actual shadow regis- 451

ter is disabled; instead, the DR captures data from the decoy 452

shadow register. Further, the data in this decoy shadow reg- 453

ister is provided by the LFSR. An LFSR is commonly used 454

as a pseudo-random number generator for stream ciphers due 455

to its low hardware overhead, long period, and uniformly dis- 456

tributed output stream [44]. For example, the period of a 32-bit 457

LFSR can be over 109. As shown in Fig. 6, the hardware of 458

an LFSR is a shift register whose leftmost bit is driven by the 459

XOR of some bits of the shift register. The data in the decoy 460

shadow register is updated by the LFSR only when the data in 461

the actual shadow register is updated. The attacker may find 462

that the data supplied via the TDO is random, but it is still 463

hard to tell when the data became random because the attacker 464

does not know what to expect. Thus, the LFSR is effective in 465

preventing the attacker from knowing which operation trig- 466

gers the protection. For an update-only DR, controllability is 467

disabled through disabling the update operation. For a cap- 468

ture/update DR, a decoy shadow register is employed. Upon 469

detection of an attack, connection to the actual shadow reg- 470

ister is disabled; instead, the decoy register responds to the 471

operations of capture and update. Because the decoy shadow 472

register is stand-alone, it cannot control or observe any on-chip 473

data. For a scan-accessible DR, because data should neither be 474

shifted in nor out, the shift operation is disabled. A decoy DR 475

and the LFSR are used instead to support the shift operation 476

and supply data to the TDO. The decoy DR is a shift register 477

that imitates the shift operation of the normal DRs. Once the 478

JTAG enters the protection mode, the decoy DR and the LFSR, 479
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Fig. 7. Detection accuracy is evaluated iteratively, and in each iteration, the
sequence with the least impact on the detection accuracy is discarded.

instead of the normal DR, are used for shifting data in and out.480

The selection of either the decoy DR or the LFSR relies on481

the comparison between the number of shifting clock cycles482

and the length (L) of the DR. The LFSR supplies bits to the483

TDO for the first L clock cycles, while the decoy DR provides484

bits after L clock cycles, allowing the serial input supplied by485

the user (via the TDI) to be observed at the TDO after an486

expected delay (L clock cycles). To achieve this function, the487

decoy DR needs to be as long as the longest scan-accessible488

DR and its length should always correspond to the DR that is489

being selected in real-time.490

V. EXPERIMENTS491

Three sets of experiments are performed to evaluate492

the capability of detecting known, unknown, and disguised493

attacks, respectively. The experiments are performed using494

the OpenSPARC T2 microprocessor3 [15]. A set of legiti-495

mate JTAG operations (including 767 programs that contain496

125 017 instructions) are generated based on the official docu-497

mentation, while a variety of attacks (including 1092 programs498

that contain 154 980 instructions) are created based on the499

strategies described in Table I.500

It is worth noting that, for the representative-based anomaly501

detector, the representative sequences need to be created using502

the process described in Section III-C. The result shows that503

after discarding sequences of frequency <40 and remov-504

ing redundancy through similarity check, only 407 (<10%)505

sequences are left. These sequences are further examined506

through greedy search, as shown in Fig. 7. More precisely,507

the performance of the remaining sequences is evaluated itera-508

tively, and in each iteration, the sequence with the least impact509

on the detection accuracy is discarded. The result demonstrates510

that 200 representative sequences provide similar accuracy as511

the original, larger set of sequences.512

A. Detecting Known JTAG Attacks513

In this set of experiments, the capability of detecting known514

JTAG attacks is evaluated. In particular, for the random for-515

est and the SVM, ten-fold cross-validation is performed (i.e.,516

all data is partitioned into ten subsets of the same size; nine517

subsets are used for training the classifier, and the tenth for518

3The OpenSPARC T2 platform is used for experiments because of its well-
documented JTAG functions. Nonetheless, the detectors proposed in this paper
are generic, not specific for the OpenSPARC T2 platform.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Performance of detecting known attacks is evaluated for various algo-
rithms using ten-fold cross-validation, with the results plotted as ROC curves.
JTAG operation is characterized using (a) FEATURE-SET-1, (b) FEATURE-
SET-2, and (c) representative sequences, respectively. The AUC measurements
show that the random forest outperforms the other algorithms.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Average classification margin and OOB error are measured to deter-
mine the number of trees. According to the results, three trees demonstrate a
significant performance gain at the cost of a modest hardware overhead.

evaluating the accuracy of the resulting classifier; each sub- 519

set is used once for testing, with the final accuracy being 520

averaged). 521

The receive operating characteristic (ROC) curve [45], plot- 522

ted as the true positive rate (TPR) in terms of the false positive 523

rate (FPR) at various threshold settings, is used for evaluating 524

the performance of making per-instruction prediction (Fig. 8). 525

The ROC curves are plotted for different algorithms, namely 526

the random forest (three bagged trees in the forest), SVM 527

(with RBF kernel), neural network (one hidden layer consist- 528

ing of ten neurons), k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN, k = 3) and the 529

representative-based detector, using both FEATURE-SET-1 and 530

FEATURE-SET-2. The ROC curves in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are plot- 531

ted using MATLAB built-in functions (i.e., through varying the 532

number of trees that determines the voting result for the ran- 533

dom forest, varying the classification threshold from −1 to 1 534
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TABLE IV
JTAG ATTACKING PROGRAMS ARE DIVIDED INTO EIGHT CATEGORIES,

EACH ONE TARGETING A DIFFERENT IC COMPONENT

for the SVM and the neural network, and varying the value of535

k for k-NN), while the ROC curve for the representative-based536

detector in Fig. 8(c) is plotted through varying the saturation537

score s from 1 to 20. Additionally, for FEATURE-SET-2, the538

optimal value of opcode sequence length, through simulation,539

is four. In order to compare the performance of the differ-540

ent algorithms, the area under the curve (AUC) is used. AUC541

measures the capability of a binary classifier to make a cor-542

rect prediction for a random sample. The results indicate that543

the random forest outperforms the other algorithms using both544

FEATURE-SET-1 and FEATURE-SET-2.545

For FEATURE-SET-1, a possible explanation for the ran-546

dom forest outperforming the other algorithms resides in the547

fact that the features in FEATURE-SET-1 are weakly correlated548

to each other. A random forest can then easily distinguish549

an attack from legitimate operations by dividing the hyper-550

space into subspaces using parallel-to-axis boundaries. To551

demonstrate this, the linear pairwise correlations of the fea-552

tures (measured by Pearson correlation coefficient [46]) in553

both FEATURE-SET-1 and FEATURE-SET-2 were calculated,554

revealing that the average pairwise correlation of the fea-555

tures in FEATURE-SET-1 (0.081) is significantly lower than556

FEATURE-SET-2 (0.442). Another explanation for the superior557

performance of the random forest is that the random forest,558

consisting of an ensemble of trees, benefits from the use of559

bootstrap aggregation.560

The number of trees in the forest is decided by the trade-561

off between performance gain and hardware overhead. Fig. 9562

shows the performance gain of adding more trees to the forest563

using two metrics, namely average classification margin [47]564

and out-of-bag (OOB) error [48]. For a binary classifica-565

tion problem, classification margin measures the difference566

between the probabilities of labeling a sample correctly and567

incorrectly, while OOB error is the mean prediction error on568

each training sample xi using only the trees trained without xi.569

Here, the number of trees is set to three, which reduces the570

OOB error from 8.2% (obtained with a single tree) to 6.7%.571

B. Detecting Unknown JTAG Attacks572

In this set of experiments, the performance of detecting573

unknown JTAG attacks is evaluated. An unknown JTAG attack574

is one that targets a different IC component or exploits a scan-575

based strategy not used in the training phase. In the first group576

of experiments, the attacking programs are divided into eight577

categories based on the components they target (as listed in578

Table IV), while in the second group, the programs are divided579

into nine categories based on the strategies they exploit (as580

listed in Table I).581

For the first group of experiments, the capability of detect- 582

ing attacks that target a new IC component is evaluated 583

using different algorithms (see Table V). The extracted opcode 584

sequences (n = 4) are processed by each algorithm, and two 585

metrics, namely accuracy of identifying legitimate operation 586

(AL) and accuracy of identifying unknown attacks (AU), are 587

used for evaluating the performance. Here, accuracy is defined 588

as the percentage of correct predictions out of all evaluated 589

opcode sequences. The first set of algorithms involve two-class 590

learning algorithms, namely SVM, neural network (one hid- 591

den layer consisting of ten neurons), k-NN (k = 3), and the 592

random-forest detector based on FEATURE-SET-1. For these 593

algorithms, seven out of eight categories of attacks in Table IV, 594

and all cases of legitimate operations, are simulated using ten- 595

fold cross-validation. The second set of algorithms involve 596

one-class learning algorithms, including the representative- 597

based detector, a one-class SVM (ν = 0.1), and a one-class 598

k-NN (radius = 2). A one-class k-NN identifies an opcode 599

sequence by searching for the neighboring area (radius = 2) 600

centered by the opcode sequence; if at least one training sam- 601

ple resides within the area, the opcode sequence is then labeled 602

legitimate. For these algorithms, 90% of the legitimate opcode 603

sequences are used for training, while the remaining 10% are 604

used for evaluating AL. To calculate AU , each category of 605

the component attack is evaluated as an unknown attack. The 606

next approach, named “match”, simply uses the instruction 607

sequences described in the OpenSPARC T2 documentation as 608

legal ones and rejects any sequence that does not conform. 609

As demonstrated in Table V, the SVM and the 610

representative-based anomaly detector have more balanced 611

performance in identifying legitimate operation and unknown 612

attacks, revealing that they can not only tolerate the vari- 613

ances occurring during legitimate JTAG operation but also 614

detect unknown attacks. A neural network and k-NN are capa- 615

ble of identifying either legitimate operation or an attack, 616

but not both. The overall performance of a one-class SVM 617

and a one-class k-NN is worse than an SVM, especially for 618

detection of unknown attacks. A likely explanation for this 619

outcome is that having some general knowledge of attacks is 620

quite beneficial for detecting new types of attacks. The match 621

approach fails to identify variances exhibited by legitimate 622

operation because the matching rule, by definition, simply 623

does not allow for any variance. The shortcoming of the 624

random-forest detector based on FEATURE-SET-1 resides in 625

the poor accuracy of detecting unknown attacks; however, it 626

performs better than the SVM detector for identifying attacks 627

targeting C1. A likely explanation is that checking-the-basic- 628

profile of the JTAG may result in frequent easy-to-detect 629

mistakes because the attacker is assumed to have no prior 630

knowledge of the private JTAG functions. The random-forest 631

detector performs better in that situation because various 632

features, other than solely the sequential order of JTAG 633

instructions, are used for characterizing legitimate JTAG 634

operation. 635

For the second group of experiments, the capability of 636

detecting attacks that exploit a different strategy is evaluated in 637

a similar manner. Table V shows again that the SVM and the 638

representative-based detector have better overall performance. 639
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TABLE V
ACCURACY OF DETECTING LEGITIMATE OPERATION (AL) AND UNKNOWN ATTACKS (AU ) THAT TARGET DIFFERENT IC COMPONENTS (C1–C8) AND

EXPLOIT DIFFERENT STRATEGIES (S4–S9) ARE EVALUATED FOR VARIOUS ALGORITHMS (OPCODE SEQUENCE LENGTH n = 4). (EACH COLUMN

LABELED Ci HAS TARGET COMPONENT Ci OF TABLE IV AS THE UNKNOWN ATTACK, THAT IS, NOT USED DURING TRAINING. EACH COLUMN

LABELED Sj EXPLOITS STRATEGY Sj OF TABLE I AS THE UNKNOWN ATTACK.) THE HIGHEST AL AND AU IS SET IN BOLD FOR EACH Ci AND Sj .
ACCORDING TO THE RESULTS, THE SVM AND THE REPRESENTATIVE-BASED ANOMALY DETECTOR SHOW MORE BALANCED PERFORMANCE

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) For the SVM detector, the detection accuracy (y-axis), as
a function of opcode sequence length (x-axis), is evaluated for legitimate
operation (AL) and unknown attacks (AU). (b) For the representative-based
anomaly detector, the detection accuracy (y-axis), as a function of s (x-axis),
is evaluated for legitimate operation and unknown attacks.

Fig. 10(a) demonstrates that, for the SVM detector, the accu-640

racy of identifying legitimate operation and unknown attacks641

trends in opposite directions when the opcode sequence length642

n increases. The accuracy is an average of each category of643

attacks weighted by its population size. Fig. 10(a) reveals that644

a larger n is preferable for detecting unknown attacks, but at645

the cost of more false positives. It also reveals that the length646

of most legitimate JTAG operations is naturally less than seven647

or eight. The selection of the value for n depends on the cost648

ratio of a false positive and a false negative. If a false positive649

and a false negative have identical cost, then the optimal value650

for n is four or five.651

For the representative-based anomaly detector, the accuracy652

of identifying legitimate operation and unknown attacks is653

affected by the saturation score s in a similar manner as shown654

in Fig. 10(b). Fig. 10(b) demonstrates that a higher s is prefer-655

able for detecting unknown attacks, but at a significant cost656

of false positives. If a false positive and a false negative have657

equal cost, then the optimal value for s is three or four.658

TABLE VI
TO EVALUATE THE DELAYED LABELING, THE ACCURACY OF

CLASSIFYING INSTRUCTION WINDOWS (LABELED AS “DELAYED”) IS

COMPARED WITH THE ACCURACY OF PER-INSTRUCTION

CLASSIFICATION (LABELED AS “PER-INSTR”) FOR THE THREE

DETECTORS. THE VALUES FOR q AND p SHOWN IN THE TABLE ACHIEVE

BETTER ACCURACY THAN OTHER VALUES ACCORDING TO SIMULATION

RESULTS. THE DELAYED LABELING DEMONSTRATES AN IMPROVEMENT

IN CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY

C. Delayed Labeling and Disguised Attacks 659

This set of experiments aim to evaluate the effectiveness 660

of delayed labeling, i.e., the labeling of JTAG operation as 661

legitimate or as an attack based on the predictions of q con- 662

secutive instructions. Similar to Section V-B, one out of eight 663

categories of attacks in Table IV is treated as unknown attack, 664

while the remaining seven categories are treated as known 665

attacks. In the experiments, seven known categories of attacks, 666

together with a half of randomly chosen legitimate JTAG pro- 667

grams (described in the beginning of Section V), are used for 668

training the classifier. The unknown category of attacks and 669

the other half legitimate JTAG programs are used for evalua- 670

tion, in which the prediction is made for every nonoverlapping 671

window of q instructions. More precisely, if a window of q 672

instructions contains no fewer than p positive per-instruction 673

predictions, then the corresponding window is labeled as an 674

attack; otherwise, it is labeled as legitimate. Accuracy is mea- 675

sured using the percentage of correctly classified windows, 676

which is then compared with the accuracy of per-instruction 677

classification (see Table VI). The comparison shows that 678

delayed labeling improves detection accuracy for all 679

detectors. 680
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Fig. 11. Accuracy of identifying disguised attacks is compared with the
accuracy of identifying legitimate operation and undisguised attacks for
the random-forest detector, the SVM detector, and the representative-based
anomaly detector. The results show that a larger window increases the risk of
a disguised attack.

The delayed window, however, may be used by the attacker681

to insert malicious instruction sequences. If an attacker knows682

how to operate a portion of the private JTAG functions but683

not all. Then, to discover the unknown functions, the attacker684

will attempt to disguise attacks through interleaving them685

with already-known legitimate sequences. For example, if an686

attacker loads one unknown instruction into the JTAG after687

every nine legitimate ones, then it may escape the detection688

because 90% of the instructions seem “legitimate”. To ver-689

ify this assertion, an experiment is performed as described690

next. An attacker is assumed to know how to operate control691

registers (shown as C3 in Table IV). To disguise the attacks,692

a legitimate operation of the control registers (with opcode693

sequence length = 9) is inserted into attacking programs after694

every segment of l instructions, where l varies from one to695

three randomly. These disguised attacking programs are then696

cut into sequences of N instructions. Here, N is set to 14 so697

that each N-instruction sequence contains at least one com-698

plete attacking segment. The accuracy of identifying disguised699

attacks is compared with the accuracy of identifying legitimate700

operation and undisguised attacks (Fig. 11). As p increases,701

the detection becomes more conservative, which means that702

more JTAG operations are labeled as legitimate and fewer as703

attacks. The results show that the SVM detector has the most704

balanced performance in identifying legitimate operation, dis-705

guised attacks, and undisguised attacks. Besides, the setting706

of (p = 4, q = 5) achieves better accuracy in detecting dis-707

guised attacks (94%) than other settings. A possible reason708

for the SVM detector being able to identify disguised attacks709

can be described as follows. SVM classification is based on a710

sequence of n instructions, so each per-instruction prediction711

considers (n − 1) prior instruction transitions. A back-and-712

forth jump between the unknown functions and the known713

ones may cause at least n positive per-instruction predictions714

that are easy to be detected by delayed labeling.715

VI. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF DETECTORS716

The proposed detectors are implemented within the717

OpenSPARC T2 design in register-transfer level (RTL).718

Further, the detectors are implemented using the Xilinx719

Zynq7000 ZC706 FPGA platform.720

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Architecture of the (a) random-forest detector, (b) SVM detector,
and (c) representative-based anomaly detector.

A. RTL Design Within OpenSPARC T2 721

Fig. 12(a) shows the architecture of the random-forest detec- 722

tor. The parameters of the learned forest are loaded into a 723

RAM when the chip is powered on. Since the access to non- 724

volatile memory only occurs at the power-on stage, the online 725

classification latency is not impacted. A tree unit employs the 726

architecture of a universal tree node described in [49]. During 727

the classification, one node is processed per clock cycle and 728

all trees are processed in parallel, so the required number of 729

clock cycles is equal to the depth of the deepest tree. It is 730

noted that a continuous feature is compared with a threshold, 731

while a discrete feature is compared with a set of values (i.e., 732

v1, v2, . . .). The size of the RAM storing the learned forest 733

relies on the number of trees and the size of each tree. As 734

explained in Section V-B, the number of trees is set to three. 735

In this paper, the size of the RAM is 3 KB assuming at most 736

256 nodes per tree, and the latency for classifying a JTAG 737

instruction is eight clock cycles. 738

Fig. 12(b) shows the architecture of the SVM detector. 739

When the chip is powered on, the parameters of the learned 740

SVM (i.e., each SVi and each corresponding weight αi) are 741

loaded into a RAM (named SVM-RAM). The operation of 742

the JTAG TAP controller is monitored by both a fundamental- 743

check module and the SVM classifier. The SVM classifier 744

employs a fully pipelined architecture that consists of distance 745
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Fig. 13. Area of the SVM detector and the MSE of the classification results
(compared to software) are impacted by the number of bits for αi (n_alpha_bit)
and the RBF values (n_rbf_bit).

TABLE VII
SYNTHESIS RESULTS ARE COMPARED FOR THE THREE DETECTORS

computation, an RBF kernel computation, a multiplication, and746

an addition. The distance computation employs L1-norm and747

the computation of the RBF kernel employs an LUT (loaded748

in RBF-RAM) that is built in advance by calculating all pos-749

sible values. It is noted that the SVM classification results750

computed by hardware may differ from software due to lim-751

ited precision for αi and the RBF values. Fig. 13 shows that752

a higher precision reduces the mean squared error (MSE) for753

the classification results (compared to software), but at the754

cost of more chip area. In the implementation, both αi and the755

RBF value are represented using 12 bits, because the 12-bit756

representation reduces the MSE significantly to a low level757

(3 × 10−6) when compared to the representations with fewer758

bits.759

The chip area required by an SVM classifier depends on n760

(i.e., opcode sequence length) in two ways. First, n affects the761

width of the pipeline linearly since it represents the dimension762

of data. Second, the size of SVM-RAM relies on n which763

affects both the number of SVs and the size of each SV. A764

larger n produces more SVs, that is, for example, the numbers765

of SVs produced by n = 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 763, 844, 901,766

and 962, respectively. However, because these numbers are767

between 512 and 1024, the number of rows remains 1024768

(each row stores an SV). Consequently, the area for the SVM-769

RAM is linearly dependent on n. The size of the RBF-RAM770

also depends on n linearly. To summarize, the relative area771

overhead in terms of n is: 0.75 (n = 3), 1 (n = 4), 1.25772

(n = 5), and 1.5 (n = 6).773

Fig. 12(c) shows the architecture of the representative-based774

anomaly detector. Each representative JTAG sequence is asso-775

ciated with a counter that records a local matching score.776

A global score is then computed by selecting the maximum777

local score. The structure of the select-max function utilizes778

TABLE VIII
FPGA RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND POWER CONSUMPTION ARE

EVALUATED FOR THE THREE DETECTORS

a multistage pipeline due to a large number of representative 779

sequences. The size of the design depends on the number of 780

representative sequences (200 representatives are used in this 781

paper as elaborated in the beginning of Section V). The latency 782

for identifying a JTAG instruction is six clock cycles assuming 783

that the select-max function has four stages. 784

Table VII shows the synthesis results using Synopsys 785

Design Compiler with a 0.18 μm library. The random-forest 786

detector consumes the largest chip area, while the SVM detec- 787

tor requires the most clock cycles for making a prediction. The 788

area of the detectors are acceptable compared to the whole 789

design considering that the OpenSPARC T2, due to its com- 790

plex testing/debugging functions, is likely to require a complex 791

detector. However, when compared to the JTAG, the detectors 792

are much larger, namely 57, 35, and 5 times, respectively. This 793

is as expected because a classical JTAG, typically consisting 794

of a TAP controller and DRs (excluding scan chains), is small. 795

B. FPGA Implementation 796

The detectors are also evaluated using the Xilinx Zynq7000 797

ZC706 FPGA board. The on-board ARM processor is used 798

for operating the detector. Specifically, the processor commu- 799

nicates with the detector through an AMBA AXI protocol [50] 800

included in the Vivado Design Suite [51]. The communication 801

interface contains a set of 32-bit registers; a user can oper- 802

ate the detector (or collect results from the detector) through 803

writing to (or reading from) the registers using a C program. 804

More, the processor and the detector are synchronized through 805

handshaking. 806

To support simulation, in addition to the detector, the JTAG 807

TAP controller of the OpenSPARC T2 and three RAMs storing 808

JTAG inputs, namely TDI, TMS, and TRST, are also imple- 809

mented in the FPGA. Two clocks with different frequencies 810

are also used. The detector operates with a faster clock than the 811

JTAG TAP controller such that the classification for a JTAG 812

instruction can be completed before the next instruction is 813

supplied. 814

Table VIII shows the FPGA resource utilization and the 815

power consumption estimated by the Vivado Design Suite 816

through post-implementation analysis. The resource utilization 817

is evaluated using LUTs, LUTRAM, and flip-flops (FFs), all of 818

which are based on configurable logic blocks and, therefore, 819

are not reflected in Fig. 12. The results show that the ran- 820

dom forest and the SVM detectors utilize a similar amount 821

of LUTs and FFs, but the random forest detector requires 822

more RAM. The results also show that the representative-based 823

detector consumes more LUTs and FFs but less RAM. This is 824
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because 1) the representative sequences are stored in shift reg-825

isters instead of an RAM and 2) each representative sequence826

requires independent logic for sequence comparison.827

VII. DISCUSSION828

Other issues, including false positives, scalability of the829

detectors, collection of new attacks, and possible attacks to830

the detectors, are discussed in this section.831

A. False Positives832

A false positive occurs when a legitimate user is classified833

as an attacker. It causes inconvenience for legitimate users834

because the JTAG will be permanently protected in the case835

of false positives. Fig. 8 shows a tradeoff between the FPR and836

the TPR, meaning that a reduction of the FPR leads to a higher837

probability that an attacker escapes detection. The delayed838

labeling is an effective method for mitigating false positives.839

For example, in Fig. 8(b), an FPR of 3.2% is observed for the840

SVM if the TPR is 96.2%, but a delayed window with four841

instructions can reduce the FPR to 2.1% and raises the TPR842

to 98.1%. Considering that an FPR of 2.1% is small, and that843

in-field uses of JTAG involve only a few scenarios (e.g., flash844

programming and software debugging) and are typically not845

frequent [52], [53], the JTAG is not likely to enter the protec-846

tion mode. In other words, if used legitimately, the JTAG is847

expected to be accessible for a long enough period.848

B. Scalability849

As new types of attacks emerge, the performance and the850

size of the detectors may be impacted. We conduct the fol-851

lowing experiment as a preliminary evaluation. First, attacks852

S4–S9 in Table I are gradually added to the training set for853

both the random forest and the SVM. Next, the performance854

of both detectors are evaluated using ten-fold cross-validation.855

The size of the random forest is evaluated using the average856

number of nodes per tree, while the SVM size is evaluated857

using the number of SVs. The results in Fig. 14 demonstrate858

an overall increase of size and a decrease of performance as859

more types of attacks are used in classifier training. However,860

the impact of different attacks varies. The size and the accuracy861

change dramatically for the first two types of attacks (i.e., S4862

and S5); then they become more stable as the variety of attacks863

increases. S6 is more likely a hard-to-detect attack because it864

causes a significant degradation in accuracy.865

C. Update of Detectors866

Although the detectors demonstrate a potential of detecting867

unknown attacks, it still does not guarantee that the detec-868

tors can identify all types of attacks not included in training.869

Collecting JTAG attacks is an important but difficult process870

because: 1) hardware attackers typically do not publish their871

attacks and 2) unknown attacks always exist. Nevertheless,872

hardware companies should still be aware of potential attacks873

not only for mitigating the current vulnerability but also for874

improving security of future designs. We suggest that hard-875

ware companies build a database of JTAG attacks and collect876

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Performance and the size of the (a) random forest and (b) SVM
are impacted by the variety of attacks used in classifier training.

potential attacks using similar strategies as anti-virus software, 877

such as analyzing user report and periodic security examina- 878

tion. The operation that triggers the protection mode can also 879

be saved in on-chip memory and then collected via software 880

or scan chains for further analyses. 881

When new attacks are collected, it needs to be checked if 882

they can be effectively detected by the existing detector with 883

high confidence. If not, the detector is retrained and updated 884

to the on-chip memory. This can be achieved by incorporating 885

the parameters of the detector into firmware that is typically 886

upgraded via USB [54] or JTAG [55]. To ensure security of 887

firmware upgrade, two issues need to be considered. First, 888

only authorized firmware can be upgraded. This can be real- 889

ized using firmware signature [56], i.e., generating a unique 890

hash code for each authorized copy and appending it to the 891

firmware when distributed. The other issue involves leakage 892

of firmware contents. This can be mitigated by encrypting 893

the firmware using cryptographic blocks [57]. The decryp- 894

tion of firmware needs to be done on chip, which however 895

requires additional chip area. Since firmware, as well as its 896

encryption/decryption, is ubiquitous for electronic systems, 897

the overhead caused by incorporating detector parameters into 898

firmware can be amortized. 899

D. Possible Attacks to Detectors 900

The proposed detectors identify JTAG attacks through 901

examining JTAG operation over time. However, their effec- 902

tiveness can be circumvented in following scenarios. The first 903

scenario involves an attacker that has full knowledge of the 904

private JTAG functions of what they are and how they should 905

be operated. In this scenario, the detectors have no effect to the 906

attacker at all. The second scenario involves an attacker that 907

can perform attacks on multiple chips and is therefore more 908

likely to escape detection. Nevertheless, it is still challenging 909

and costly for the attacker to recognize that the JTAG has 910

entered into the protection mode. The third scenario assumes 911

the attacker has obtained the parameters of the detector (i.e., 912

the tree nodes of the forest, the SVs and their α for the SVM, 913

or the representative instruction sequences). In this scenario, 914

the attacker can escape detection easily. However, if the param- 915

eters are not leaked, then the attacker can only reverse engineer 916

them using brute-force guessing. Hence, it is critical to avoid 917
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TABLE IX
PROPOSED DETECTORS ARE COMPARED WITH OTHER JTAG PROTECTION TECHNIQUES. IN THE COLUMNS OF SECURITY AND OVERHEAD, MORE +’S

INDICATE BETTER SECURITY AND MORE OVERHEAD, RESPECTIVELY

leakage of the data stored in the NVM and the logic of the918

detector.919

The effectiveness of the JTAG protection architecture may920

also be circumvented in two scenarios. For the first sce-921

nario, a read-after-write operation may exhibit inconsistent922

results, which can be noticed by an attacker. The second sce-923

nario involves the random bit stream supplied by the LFSR.924

However, these two scenarios do not necessarily reveal an925

evidence of the JTAG under protection because an attacker926

is assumed to have no prior knowledge of the private JTAG927

functions. Under this assumption, an attacker neither recog-928

nizes an accidentally executed read-after-write operation nor929

knows that a selected DR should provide certain data rather930

than the observed bits.931

E. Comparison to Other Techniques932

The learning-based detectors proposed in this paper are933

compared with other JTAG protection techniques as shown in934

Table IX. It is noted that the proposed detectors are orthogo-935

nal with some other techniques (such as JTAG encryption),936

and thus they can be combined to achieve complementing937

protection for the JTAG.938

VIII. CONCLUSION939

Security is becoming an important concern for integrated940

systems because attacks via the JTAG reveal possibilities of941

improperly acquiring on-chip data and IP design. In this paper,942

three detectors examining JTAG operation and a secure JTAG943

architecture are proposed to protect the JTAG from attacks,944

assuming that an attacker only has access to JTAG port and945

is unaware of the private JTAG functions. An IC designer can946

select any of the detectors based on the requirements for secu-947

rity and overhead. The detector is general for all JTAGs, but948

the parameters are not (due to different debugging functions949

and instruction opcodes), meaning that for a different JTAG950

design, a new set of parameters need be derived.951
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